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Margery Jacoby was a child of twelve when she moved with her sister and their aunt from Wisconsin to the Montana frontier in 1883. Three years later, with the encouragement of the county superintendent of schools, she attempted the county exam that was necessary for a teaching job. With a first-class certificate (good for three years) in hand, she began teaching, in large part to supplement her family’s income. She taught for the next seven years at several rural schools near Fort Benton and Great Falls.

Jacoby had little formal education—at most six years of public education in Wisconsin, another one in Montana. Nevertheless, she passed the county teacher’s examination with highest marks. Later she enrolled at Wesleyan University in Bozeman for a short period. Then in 1894, when she was twenty-three, she successfully campaigned for the position of superintendent of schools for Chouteau County. During that campaign, she met the man she would later wed, but not before she had served two terms as superintendent. Once she married, Margery Jacoby withdrew from politics and the classroom, but she did not forget education. She saw that her four children received college degrees. Her three daughters also made careers in education.¹

But how typical was Margery Jacoby, and what do her experiences reveal about the women drawn to the classrooms of frontier Montana? I argue that Margery Jacoby’s life is illustrative for many turn-of-the-century western teachers. Like most of them, she was young when she first entered the classroom and she lacked any formal preparation for teaching. Although she had been a very good student, her formal education was limited and did not include high school. She entered the classroom by taking a county examination. She did not remain in any one position for long, changing schools five times in seven years. By teaching, she delayed her
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marriage—she was twenty-seven before she wed. Where her life might seem unique was in her election as a superintendent of schools, but being a woman superintendent was not as unusual as we might think. While it was almost unheard of in the East, in Montana and some other western states, women frequently served in administrative capacities in education.2

One of the themes that threads its way through the history of women and education is women’s steady striving for more of it, and that desire for more education was accelerated for western women by the Morrill Land Act of 1862 that provided federal lands be used to provide colleges for agricultural and mechanical arts. It also opened the door to higher education for women, because, while this act did not specify that land grant institutions would be coeducational, it also did not specify that women could not enroll. As a result women, who had been seeking higher education since before the Civil War, began matriculating at land grant institutions as soon as the schools opened. Although administrators voiced concern about women’s entry into such institutions, the public was apparently untroubled.3

Scholars argue about the value of coeducation for women in the colleges and universities of the West in the last half of the nineteenth century. Some suggest that women’s greater access to higher education in the West expanded their opportunities. Others point out that even though women entered western colleges and universities in increasing numbers after the Civil War, the programs they entered were, by and large, sex segregated. In those cases where women were in the same classrooms as men, they often outperformed the men and then saw their chances for equal education diminish.4 Late nineteenth-century western women must have been aware of both aspects of the “open door” to higher education. They might not have the same opportunities that their male contemporaries had, but such education was the best to be had and was more readily available to them than if they had lived in the East.

There were no serious attempts at higher education in Montana before statehood, but once statehood was achieved, legislators determined to open several such schools. Rather than offend the towns vying for the university, the legislature, tired of the strife over where to locate the state capital, chose four towns, all in the mineral-rich western part of the state, as sites for various components of higher education. Missoula would be home to the university, Bozeman to the agricultural and mechanical college, Butte, the school of mines, and the normal school would be established in Dillon. Young Montana women evidenced their desire for higher education by enrolling immediately at these institutions, and in greater numbers than men. In 1898, just three years after the University of Montana opened its doors, slightly more than half of the 208 students were women. At Montana A & M, they comprised 47 percent of the student body (268 students). In 1897, when the normal school began instruction at Dillon, women outnumbered men by about two to one.5

Although there is debate about the exact nature of educational opportunities for women in higher education in the West, their political opportunities were clear. In several western states, as elsewhere, women could vote in school-related elections long before they obtained the full franchise. In Colorado, for example, that right came with statehood in 1876; in Montana, it dated to the territorial period. Eastern states also debated whether women’s “natural interests” in education should be allowed to influence decision making. In Vermont, for instance, the state legislature considered the issue for almost thirty years before passing legislation in 1880 allowing women to vote in school elections. Scattered records indicate western women utilized this opportunity. Nebraska teacher Nancy Higgins Gaddis taught only two years before her wedding, but she remained involved in education and was a “consistent voter in school elections.” A case study of one rural district in Colorado revealed that while men were always elected school board presidents, women were named vice-president, secretary,
and, most importantly, treasurer. Political concern was particularly strong among Montana women whose participation in school district elections dated to the territorial period. Not limited to voting in school-related elections, Montana women could also be elected to any school office, including county superintendent of schools. Colorado women, although they could vote, could not be elected to office until after they gained the full franchise in 1893.6

Many women teachers in Montana exploited the opportunity to hold office, successfully campaigning for the position of county superintendent. In 1884, for example, five of thirteen counties had women superintendents. The state superintendent of public instruction concluded that

it is only just to say that school affairs in these counties are as well, and in some respects, better managed than in most of the remaining counties. These ladies have traveled over their large counties and accomplished work in a manner that could not have been surpassed by men.7

Women continued to be elected to this important administrative job over the next half century. In 1912 eight women—all graduates of Montana’s normal school—won elections for this position. The importance of women administrators cannot be exaggerated in a time when very few women were in positions of authority and power.

Historians have generally concluded that teaching, although not without its flaws, was one of the best options open to women who wanted or needed to work.8 Although this conclusion is probably accurate, it is so general that it masks the myriad reasons a woman might enter the classroom. Determining why women taught, moreover, is complicated because few teachers left letters or diaries that reveal their reasons. Nevertheless, it is possible to discover a variety of factors that drew women to teaching. Again Margery Jacoby’s story is illustrative. She taught because her family needed the money, because she wanted some independence, and because she wanted to advance her own education.

As a result of changing demographic patterns and fluctuations in economic conditions over the course of the nineteenth century, young women in a variety of settings recognized that they needed to be able to provide for themselves. Teaching had long been viewed as their best option. Jacoby’s mother had died when she was five, her father two years later, and she and her sister were left in the care of an aunt, who worked as a seamstress to provide for them. A young woman as bright as Jacoby must have recognized the need to provide for herself. She did not choose the best paying job, however. Where eastern teachers could expect to earn as much as 50 percent more in the classroom than in the factory, western women found domestic service more lucrative. In 1918, Montana’s superintendent of public instruction addressed this disparity in an attempt to raise teachers’ salaries. Where city teachers earned about $900 annually and rural teachers about $680, even such unskilled workers as dish washers and waitresses made more than $1000. Thirty years earlier, when the demand for domestic service was greater and there were fewer families on the Montana and Wyoming frontiers, housekeepers or cooks could have earned about triple a teacher’s salary; the same was probably true throughout the mining West.9 For Jacoby, and other nineteenth-century women, schoolkeeping was, nevertheless, preferable to these other jobs in terms of respect and working conditions.

The desire for higher education also motivated women to enter teaching. They taught in order to finance a college degree. For women who graduated from Colorado State Normal School in the last decade of the nineteenth century, higher education was a central concern: Almost ten percent saved enough money in the five years following commencement to enroll at a liberal arts institution. Although Margery Jacoby never completed her college degree, she did manage to set aside funds from her teaching in the early 1890s to provide tuition
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for herself and her sister at Wesleyan University in Bozeman. Once summer school programs were instituted at colleges and universities, usually about 1900, thousands of western women taught during the school term and enrolled in these summer terms. In this way, they were able to improve their pedagogic skills, work toward liberal arts degrees, and be in an intellectually stimulating environment for several weeks.10

Beyond these very personal reasons for women to seek teaching positions, there were pressures from the larger world. One was the demand fostered by population growth. Like the rest of the Trans-Mississippi West (and the United States in general), Montana witnessed rapid population increase between 1880 and 1920. Over that forty-year period, Montana’s population grew by a factor of 14—from 39,000 to 549,000. Although in actual numbers the industrializing sectors of the nation counted the most people, between 1870 and 1920 the West grew at rates at least twice those of the nation or of any other region, and for two decades, 1880-90 and 1900-1910, at three times the national rate. Rich mineral deposits and land suitable for farming attracted thousands of people, and the completion of rail lines throughout the West also accelerated migration.11

Although many of those who went West were single males, the region’s rapidly increasing population also included families with children. The school-age proportion of the population was never as great in the West as, say, in the Northeast, but there always was a demand for schools and for teachers to staff them. Educators and parents alike wanted more teachers. In report after report, from county superintendents to state superintendents and from state superintendents to their state legislatures, this cry was oft repeated. Montana’s state superintendent of public instruction voiced the concern.

Montana is deservedly the best advertised state in the West. Homeseekers are coming to us from every quarter. They are settling in our rich valleys and on our fertile prairies, and this is fast becoming a rich agricultural state, but when these new settlers arrive, hundreds of them find that they cannot have a school for their children.12

The belief that women were natural teachers for the young was a second societal factor influencing young women to enter late nineteenth-century classrooms. The ideology of republican motherhood and its ties to teaching was firmly established by the mid-nineteenth century. Women whose families moved West carried that ideology with them. Communities there, as elsewhere, assumed that their young women would teach. As one such woman explained,

when a girl finished high school, if she had no other definite plans, it was expected that she would go out into the country to teach school, and it seemed that everyone even remotely concerned took it for granted that I would follow that custom.13

Thus a variety of factors, some self-serving and some imposed by society, played roles in influencing young women to teach. At the same time, it is clear that many women wanted to teach. Teaching for them was not, as many have noted, simply the best of several otherwise poor choices. They knew they would teach, they prepared as best they could, and they taught for years. The fictional account of one late nineteenth-century teacher gives voice to these women. “She had never been so happy in her life as she was the day on which she stepped upon the platform at school and assumed the responsibilities of schoolmarm. [She] loved to teach.”14

To assert that turn-of-the-century women were “career-oriented” would be anachronistic, yet to overlook their concern for their chosen work, and their long-term dedication to it, seems equally shortsighted. Influenced by nineteenth-century ideology, western women were drawn to classrooms by the demand for teachers and
by their own decisions to work. These educators found ways to stay in the classroom many more years than the two or three with which they are usually credited. They moved from job to job for various reasons—better pay, longer teaching terms, to be closer to home, or farther away—but stayed in teaching.

Understanding the reasons that prompted young Montana women to enter teaching still leaves unanswered the question: Who were the women drawn to frontier classrooms at the turn of the century? This question is difficult to answer, because few left letters or diaries and their movement in and out of the labor force complicates the study. An examination of a portion of the Montana teaching force—those educators who graduated from Montana State Normal School (MSNS)—provides information valuable for answering this question. The sample is not representative of the whole teaching force because these women found the means to attend, and graduate from, the state normal school: they were an elite of sorts (albeit of a very non-elite group). They either got support from their parents or were able to finance their education alone, but unlike most teachers who never attended, much less completed any higher education, these women finished at least two years of instruction.

The young women who matriculated at Montana State Normal School were in their late teens and early twenties. Median age at graduation was twenty-one, somewhat younger than most normal school students at the turn of the century. Nevertheless, Montana teachers who had normal school diplomas were older than most educators, who began teaching in their mid to late teens. The students came from medium-sized families, most of them comprised of about six people. Thus, almost all the young women had at least one sibling at home. In more than two-thirds of the families (69.7 percent), the young woman who trained to be a teacher was the first or second child. This finding substantiates the conclusion that the families who sent their daughters to Montana State Normal School...
could afford to do so. Families that found it necessary to rely on the labor of their children to make ends meet expected their older children to contribute to the family’s well-being, not attend a normal school. In most cases, both parents were present (59.7 percent) and few families (12.6 percent) had another relative, beyond the nuclear family, living with them. One in six households was headed by a woman, someone who recognized only too well why her daughters needed a dependable occupation. Margaret Templeton was such a mother. Three of her four daughters graduated from Montana State Normal School: Echo (1905), Myrtle (1908), and Minnie (1910). They were undoubtedly helped by their older sister, a bookkeeper, and by one another. In 1910 all three were teaching in Missoula and living at home. Echo was county superintendent of schools.

Because normal school graduates were the elite of the teaching corps, it is still not possible to generalize about all teachers on the basis of the pre-college experience of those women who were able to attend the normal school. Such an opportunity was a luxury. A less-fortunate young woman moved directly to the classroom (or other job) without the benefit of formal training. While it did greatly enhance a young woman’s occupational opportunities, a diploma was not a prerequisite for teaching. Certification was more readily obtained through examination and by far the majority (60 percent between 1910 and 1920) of women in Montana, as elsewhere, entered the classroom by this route. In 1907 Indiana became the first state to require that teachers be high school graduates, and other states followed slowly.¹⁹

Margery Jacoby’s peripatetic teaching career—she seldom stayed more than a year in one school—was the norm for almost all nineteenth-century teachers, especially those working in rural schools where terms were only three or four months long. Although such job mobility meant headaches to the local boards who had to staff the schoolrooms, it might serve a schoolmarm’s needs. Very often the valuable experience they gained in rural districts served as a springboard to an urban position where the terms were longer—eight to nine months—and the pay better. In a study of teacher turnover in New York, Willard S. Elsbree found that the opportunity for a better position was the most common reason a teacher left; second was marriage. Other reasons, in order, included dismissal, needed at home, ill health, and the desire to be closer to home.²⁰

Most administrators, and many historians, have blamed teacher turnover on marriage, in the belief that when women married they either resigned of their own accord or were forced to leave teaching. But in many western states marriage did not signal a teacher’s resignation. In Colorado, school law explicitly stated that married women could continue in the classroom. In South Dakota, state law to the contrary, married women could be found on the payrolls. Some Wyoming districts also hired married women.²¹ Perhaps local boards were more enlightened about married women working, although it seems more plausible that they were concerned with the serious teacher shortage they faced annually, especially in the rural schools. In some instances, married women might work for less, thus making it easier for local boards to balance their budgets.

Montana women also continued teaching after matrimony. Edna Owsley had been teaching in Missoula for two years when she wed the son of her boardinghouse keeper, Mrs. Reinhard. The new Mrs. Reinhard continued teaching and served several terms as Missoula county superintendent (succeeding another MSNS graduate, Echo Templeton). Some women taught even though they had young children, out of necessity and out of desire to pursue teaching. Phoebe Comfort taught in Dillon after her graduation in 1899. She married and her son was born in 1903. In 1910, after her marriage had ended in divorce, Phoebe and her son were living in Twin Bridges, although Phoebe boarded with a family and her son lived nearby with Phoebe’s mother. Neither her child nor
her divorce kept her from pursuing her chosen work, however. During this decade she was several times elected county superintendent.

One factor that becomes increasingly clear in the study of Montana schoolmarm's is the importance of family tradition. Mothers who taught set an example for their daughters, just as fathers who have frequently "handed down" their skills to their sons. Margery Jacoby's daughters made teaching their vocation, as did Michigan teacher Luella Boelio Bower's. In a similar vein, sisters often followed one another into teaching. Here the Montana State Normal School records again provide valuable data. Two or more sisters from twenty families completed the normal program in the years 1898 to 1914. Edna Owsley's sister Cora also graduated from Montana's normal school and their older sister, Nellie, although not a MSNS graduate, was a teacher. Graduates Alice and Gertrude Chambers similarly had an older sister already in the classroom. Closer scrutiny of the registrar's records uncovers even more siblings who attended college together but stayed a term or two and left without graduating. In one family, five sisters matriculated over a ten-year period and three completed the normal course. Clearly the pull exerted by family tradition was great as was the ability of sisters to assist their younger siblings financially.

Studying schoolmarm's on the upper Missouri sheds light on several aspects of western history as well as women's history. Teaching was a job that both western and eastern women took up in ever increasing numbers, and certainly many features of that job were the same regardless of region. Men made more money than women and were more likely to be principals and high school teachers. As teaching became professionalized, women lost more and more autonomy in the classroom at the same time that standards for certification rose, requiring first high school diplomas and then formal teacher training.

But circumstances for western women resulted in very different experiences. Coeducation at the college level permitted them better education than was available to their counterparts in the East. A broadened franchise increased their participation in school-related decision making. It also increased their public role and they ran for and won election to district school boards and county and state superintendencies. It is no coincidence that the push for equal pay for equal work had its origins in the classrooms of California in 1870 when women teachers convinced the state legislature to pass an equal pay bill.

These gains notwithstanding, the central question remains: How well did teaching serve Montana women and, more generally, western women? Clearly for Margery Jacoby, Edna Owsley, and Phoebe Comfort, the answer would be: "Very well." Each earned necessary money, attended college, and was named to a position of prestige and authority. Did teaching help other turn-of-the-century women as well? There is great debate regarding this question, but for Montana women the answer is generally yes. Not only did they have easy access to classroom jobs, and thereby the salaries that might bring a degree of self-sufficiency, they also had the opportunity for advancement through higher education and through political participation. Last, teaching for many Montana women became a legacy they bequeathed to their daughters and sisters.
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